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Tobin Lecture To Present
Senator Eugene McCarthy

Heartbreaker!

FULTONIANS PLACED
2nd IN NATIONALS
The Fulton Debating Society reached the climax
of another successful season as two of its members
placed second in the National Debate Championships at
West Point last week.
James Unger and Joseph McLaughlin, named the fourth best
team in the nation last year, utilized another year's experience
and teamwork to improve upon
that record. The two Boston College debaters missed the national
championship itself by the narrowest of margins. In the final
debate of the four-day tourna-

ment, the panel of judges awarded Hie laurels to the University
cf the Pacific by a vote of four
to three. The Fultonians had defeated this same team three times
debating
the regular
during

Senator McCarthy
The Junior Class Con-

cert, Toast of The Town,

will present the Chad
Mitchell Trio and comedian Alan King on Sat-

urday evening, May 9th,
at 8 p.m. sharp.
Tickets are presently
available to all classes at
$3.00 and $3.50. They
may be purchased daily
in the Eagles Nest at
McElroy

Commons.

by Ted l»wson

Paid
Massachusetts

No. 20

and some of
the less widely known will be on
the ballot. It is hoped that this
mock election, being sponsored
; by the Campus Council, will serve
to stimulate political interest and
commitment on campus.

will be two ballots, Democratic and Republican, and each
person will have the choice of
using one or the other of these
ballots to register his preference
for president and vice-president.

For the political clubs on campus who were so certain at the
time N.S.A. was voted down that
they could fill the need for political information at 8.C., this will
serve as an opportunity to prove
how effective they can be in getting out the vote. Whether they
choose to support an individual
candidate or simply make available information concerning all
those running under the banner
of their party, it will be a time
for the Young Democrats, Young
Republicans, Y.A.F., and A.D.A.
to demonstrate an initiative that
has, with a single exception, been
sadly lacking as of late.

At the present time the following names are on the Democratic
ballot: P. Brown, H. Humphrey,
L. Johnson, R. Kennedy, E. McCarthy, R. McNamara, S. Shriver, A. Stevenson, S. Symington,
G. Wallace. On the Republican
ballot: B. Goldwater, H. Lodge,
R. Nixon, N. Rockefeller, G. Romney, W. Scranton, M. Smith, H.
Stassen, and R. Taft. Any group
of students that might wish to

major candidates

There

No write-in votes will be allowed!

see other names on the ballot

should contact John Hodgeman
of the Campus Council, Box H-151.

Individual students are also
urged to support and campaign
for their particular choices. PostThe voting in the election will ers and election materials can be
be regulated by those rules that used as in regular campus elecgovern all campus
elections. tions.

Alpha Sigma Nu, the national Jesuit honorary society, has elected twelve
new members for the coming academic year.
S.J.. was

Mr. James Buckley, CBA '64, President of the CBA Scholarship Trust Fund
announced that the $600 in scholarship aid has been awarded to Peter Ccoke, '65
and Brian Dirrane, '66. Peter Cooke, a recent initiate of Beta Gamma Sigma, is majoring in accounting. Brian Dirrane will major in economics.
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At Boston,

Alpha Sigma Nu Elects 12
Members To Jesuit Frat

CBA Trust Fund Makes 1st
Six Hundred Dollar Loan

Scholarship winners receive their awards.

Second-Class Postage

Mock Primary Intended
As BC Political Stimulus
|

Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh.
guest speaker at initia
tion ceremonies for the new memlinger and McLaughlin competed for the national crown as bers last Wednesday.
(Continued on Fagc Two)
Membership in Alpha Sigma Nu

season.

Knocker!

A university-wide mock Presidential Preference
Primary will be held at B.C. on 'May 12, 1964. All of the

third time, but that McCarthy's
display of oratorical ability could
be so appealing.
Senator McCarthy, a Catholic,
is a former professor of Economics and Sociology and taught at
both St. Thomas and St. John's
Universities. Famous for his liberal and humane views, McCarthy
joined a group of ultra-liberals
when he entered the House of
Representatives?under his leadership the group became known
as "McCarthy's Mavericks."
The Tobin Lecture is one of
the pre-eminent lectures offered
at Boston College. It has, in past
years, sponsored orations by such
prominent men as Clement Atlce.
former Prime Minister of Great
Britain; and our Ambassador to
Soulh Vict-Nam and possible Republican presidential nominee,
Henry Cabot Lodge.

Not A

Campaigners!

Eugene McCarthy, U.S. Senator from Minnesota
and possible vice-presidential contender for the 1964
Democratic ticket has accepted an invitation to deliver
the annual Tobin International Affairs Lecture.
Sponsored by the Student Senate, this event will take place
Tuesday, May 12, at 8 p.m., at
Bapst Auditorium. His topic will
be "American Foreign Policy?
A Success, Not a Failure."
Mr. McCarthy is presently serving his first term in the Senate
after completing five full terms
as a United States Congressman.
He has served several times as
our delegate to NATO conferences
and is considered with Senator
Stewart Symington as being one
of the few foreign policy experts
from the Midwest.
His oratorical skills were
brought to the attention of the
nation at large during the 1960
Democratic Convention when he
delivered the nominating speech
for Adelai Stevenson, which greatly surprised the assembled politicians, not because Stevenson's
name had been proposed for a

Be A
Booster,

These two men were selected o,n
the basis of need, academic excellence and extracurricular activities by Professor Bruno, the
faculty moderator of the Fund, by
Dean Flynn. Professor Glynn,
Professor Cronin, Professor Price.
Fr. Collins, S.J. and Fr. Lawler,
S.J., Director of Guidance. There
is naturally a moral obligation on
the part of recipients to reimburse
the Fund for the aid received
when they are in the financial
position to do so.
Thus in granting these two
the Fund
has
scholarships.
achieved its first goals. This first
step, however, is intended to be
dwarfed by the overall aim of the
Fund; financial assistance to all
the deserving in the College of
(Continued on Page Two)

is the highest honor which the
university can bestow on a student. The fraternity is the only
university-wid? society honoring
men for scholastic achievement
and extra-curricular leadership.
At the initiation banquet Father
Walsh spoke of the many advances made by Boston College
in the past decade and pictured
the future plans of the university.
He urged the new members of the
fraternity to prepare a white paper offering a detailed evaluation
of the university and suggestions

chosen by the present brothers
include:
George

H.

Allen

of

Milton,

Mass., a student in the Graduate
School of Business Administration. Mr. Allen is a senior engineer in the Air Force Electronic
System Division.
Jo Anderson, Jr., a junior in
A&S from Rochester, New Hampshire, and an active member of
the Sodality and the Fulton De-

bating Society.
Frank Bergon from Madera,
California, an A&S junior. Mr.
Bergon is a senior editor of the
for improvements.
New members of the society
(Continued on Page Two)

Phofo by Ttd Lawion

The new members: in the rear (I. to r.) Michael Connolly,
Frank Bergon, Paul Dimond, Jean Gosselin, Thomas Curley, John
Raedel; front, George Wright, Joseph Lynch, George Allen,
David Falwell, and Jo Anderson.
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NEWS NOTE
R.O.T.C. CAMP
Last weekend, the Boston College ROTC conducted their annual
summer camp orientation weekend for members of the Junior class.
The group motored out on busses on Friday afternoon and arrived at Fort Devens around supper time. Then they took part in
an introductory program conducted by seniors.
The next morning at 5 a.m. the
group arose, engaged in Physical
Training and practical Trainfire,
the army system of developing

firing proficiency. That night they
went on a tactical road march
and the next morning went
through the army Physical Proficiency Test.

FUND RAISING MIXER

Frat...
(Continued

from Page One)

"Stulus," a Deputy Grand Knight
of the Knights of Columbus, and
a varsity wrestler.

Michael J. Connolly from Milton, Mass., also an A&S junior.
Mr. Connelly is director of the
Junior Show, a member of the
Russian Academy and the International Club, and a soccer play-

er.
Tom Curley, a junior in the
School of Education, a native of
Newton, Mass. Mr. Curley is a
Fulton Debater and Leonard
Orator, a member of the Alpha
and Omega Society, and a contributor to the Humanities Magazine.
Paul K. Dimond, an A&S junior
from Roslindale, Mass., president
of the Class of 1965 last year,
secretary of Sigma Pi Sigma,
and a member of the Campus
Council Activities Committee and
the Administration Committee of
the A&S Tutorial Program.
David G. Falwell from Arlington, Mass., a junior in CBA. Mr.
Falwell is a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi, the Marketing Academy, and the Foreign Trade Club,
and is on the staff of the CBA
Newsletter.
Jerome K. Frost, a student on
the Law School, and a native of

The needs of B.C's Kennedy Memorial Drive and the Lay Apostolate Program will be met by the Campus Council who will sponsor
two mixers. The net proceeds will be donated to these drives. On
Friday May 15 there will be a mixer held in McHugh Forum, the
purpose of which will be to augment the aid given during the year
to the Lay Apostolate Program.
The proceeds of the mixer to be held on May 22, also at McHugh
Forum, are designated for the Kennedy Memorial Drive.
The two mixers will offer the student body an opportunity to Troy, New York, who is Case
contribute much needed aid to these significant fund raising drives. Editor of the Law Review and a
In urging strong support for these events, the Campus Council points quarter finalist in the Wendell
out the worthy purpose that they will serve.
F. Grime Moot Court Competi-

JUNIOR PROM QUEEN
The prom committee would like all B.C. girls who are attending
the Junior Prom to submit a picture of themselves to the committee
to assist them in selecting the queen. Any size picture will do. Send
them to Box-H-6 B.C. Dorms.

DELTA SIGMA PI
In comprehensive standings recently released from the Central
Office it has been announced that the Delta Kappa Chapter of Delta
Sigma Pi at Boston College ranked first in the East and fifth in the

tion.
Jean P. Gosselin, CBA '65, from
Bristol, Conn., is president of the
CBA Honors Program, president
of the Connecticut Club, Chancellor of Delta Sigma Pi, and a
member of Beta Gamma Sigma,
the Knights of Columbus, the
Toastmasters Circle, and the
Circle X Club.
Joseph H. Lynch, a junior on
A&S from Springfield, Mass. Mr.
Lynch is vice-prefect of the So-

The
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Reader
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Week

Dottie Daly
Evening School
Photo

by Ted

Lawson

treasurer of the Fulton Debating
Society, president of Beta Gamma
Sigma, feature editor of the CBA
Newsletter, and chairman of the
Program Committee of the CBA
Honors Program.
George J. Wright from Milford,
Mass., a junior in CBA. Mr.
Wright is editor of the CBA Newsletter, vice-president of Beta
Gamma Sigma, secretary of the
Society for the Advancement of
Management and a member of
the Economics Academy, the
Cadet Officers Club, and the Foreign Trade Club.
Named president of next year's
Alpha Sigma Nu chapter was
Joseph Lynch. Jean Gosselin was
elected vice-president, George
Wright secretary, and Tom Curley treasurer.
Present members of Alpha Sigma Nu are Peter Batrou, James
C. Dacey, John G. Dimond,
James J. Skeffington, Francis
Remeika, Michael Keady, Robert
Stokes, and Ralph Fox.

country among 145 reporting chapters in the fraternity sponsored dality, vice-president of the History Club, and the A&S represenChapter Efficiency Contest.

Fultonians.

..

Scoring maximum points allowed in membership participation tative on the University Library
(Continued from Page One)
and continued heavy scoring in scholarship and chapter administra- Committee.
one
of thirty-six teams selected
tion phases of the efficiency contest enabled Boston College based
John R. Raedel, CBA '65, of for the National Tournament at
lead
in
the
Chapter
gain
early
highly
Business
to
an
York,
Professional
Mount Vernon, New
is
eight regional qualifying tournacontested ratings.
ments held in various parts of

R.O.T.C. FIELD DAY
Sunday afternoon, May 3, Cadet Officers Club of the Boston College ROTC Brigade will sponsor its annual Field Day for the children
at Nazareth in Jamaica Plain.
There will be a performance by the Boston College Band. In addition; there will be prizes, games, and refreshments for the children.
All ROTC cadets and their dates are urged to attend in order
to make this day a success for both the children at Nazareth and the
ROTC Brigade.

NEED WORK?

June I to August 3 I.
Exquisite 3 Room Suite.

Call 734-6746
Ask for The Big "L"

|

TYPE WITH 2 FINGERS?
all ten, do VERY neat
work, and won't break your
wallet: 30c page.
Call quick before inflation.
Kate: 536-8518

I use

Peter Seller"
George C. Scott
Stanley Kubrick's

Dr. Strangelove

On How I Learned To Stop Worrying

'""\

And Love The Bomb

"/<~

Part time evenings 5:30-9:30
and Saturday. $50 weekly.
Car necessary. Residents of
30 mi. radius of Boston only.
Full time also available.

SHORTHAND

BROUGHT BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND!

IN 6 WEEKS

Ingmar Bergman's
"THE SILENCE"

by Lemar

PROM SPECIALS
Cymbidium
Orchid Corsages

All Colors. Doubles. $3,75

WRIST or PIN ON
A Columbia PicturesRelease

"DR. STRANGELOVE" shown daily
?:S5 A.M.-11:55 A.M.-1:55 P.M.-3:55 P.M.-5:55 P.M.-7:55 P.M.-9:55 P.M.
Eitrol "THE GREAT TOY ROBBERY"
Continuous
Performances

I

Order Early

Deliveries Anywhere
In Greater Boston

831 Beacon Street

LA 7-2228

Explosive Excitement!
Carl Foreman's "The Victors"
also
Alec Guinness in
"The Lavender Hill Mob"

J

?

?

993 MAtt.AVI.WIAHHAftvXACSQUARE-

LBBOHDEB2--J

Monday or Thursday
10-4 only

FLOWERS

|

Lnnnta
msbil 1
r? ???"i

Send for Summer
Session Bulletin
Telephone CO 7-743S
160 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

NOTE! SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
Monday-Thursday $1.00 (Kenmore
and Park Square) 75c (Esquire)

I

SOMEPLACE ELSE
lan and Sylvia
May 5

- May

70

THE BIG THREE

May 72 - May 77
BONNIE DOBSON & BERNIE KRAUSSE
May 7 May 3
172 Cambridge Street
Beacon Hill

-

Southern California, Minnesota,
and Pacific.
Boston College

reached

the

semifinal round for the second
year in succession as Unger and
McLaughlin
eliminated South
Carolina in the octafinal round
and Vermont in the quarterfinals.
The B.C. debaters moved into the
final round after defeating their

long-time rivals from Georgetown. At the same time, the University of the Pacific defeated
the U.S. Naval Academy for the
right to oppose Unger and McLaughlin for the championship in
a public debate.
Dr. John H. Lawton, who ini1 tiated the revival of the Fulton
Society four years ago, was present at the final two days of the
event. Also at West Point was

LBDGIIIEIQffiSS-J

simplified

Call 935-1521

Sweetheart Roses
$3 & $4 Ali Color*-

I

!of
I

Can Learn

Qfliprpr

?

The great love story
our time!
Laurence Olivier in
"WUTHERING HEIGHTS"

(typing optional)

FOR RENT

|

«\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"-

the nation. The Fultonians were
selected in Region VIII, New
Engla.nd and New York, tying
with Harvard for first place as
representative of the area.
Eight preliminary rounds were
conducted at West Point and, in
the course of these seeding
rounds, sixteen ranking teams
were selected for the finals.
In addition to three Region VIII
teams, Boston College, Dartmouth
and the University of Vermont,
others selected for the elimination rounds were Baylor, George
Washington, Georgetown, Augustana, and the U.S. Naval Academy. Also seeded in the finals
were teams representing the Universities of Alabama, S.W. Missouri, Oklahoma, South Carolina,

of his assistant coaches, Lee
Huebner, of the Harvard Graduate School. Huebner, the top debater at the West Point contest
in 1961, and Kevin Byrne of the
B.C. Law School have helped Dr.
one

Lawton with the coaching during
the past season.
By reaching the finals, the Bostonians have attained a level of
excellence in collegiate debating
equalled by only three other
Catholic universities. Holy Cross
was a finalist in 1953, as was St.
Joseph's College in 1956. Most recently, ',n 1961, Kings College
also reached the final round.

Trust Fund...
(Continued from Page One)

Business Administration.
When questioned about the
Fund, Mr. Bruno stated two of its
important attributes: First, with
its internal provision of financial
aid from student to student, it is
probably unique in the country.
Secondly and equally important
to the individual student, it provides practical experience to its
members in such aspects as exploring the stock market, compiling exploratory reports and
making decisions vital to the functioning of an organization.
The Fund has received its money from ecptributions of students
made at the beginning of each
year at registration. From these

contributions, the Fund, in addition to the scholarships, now has
in its portfolio six shares of Upjohn Co. stock, eight shares of
Babcock & Wilcox stock and $500
in cash.
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S.A.M. Conference Discusses
Problems Of Modern Industry
By Edward O?Reilly

aroid spoke on "Building Careers
within the Industry." He proceeded to define a career as "some
form of work an individual wants
to do, gleans respect from, finds
reward in, makes use of his faculties, and provides a future."
The representative from General Foods, Mr. John Mulkerin,
became specific on the problem
of relocation of plants and sub-

The Society for the Advancement of Management presented
an all day conference on Thursday, April 23. The topic was "the
problem of job security and industrial change."
The speakers keyed on the complex and intricate problems which
our economy must solve in dealing with the readjustments necessitated by progress. Dr. Donald J. White termed these times sequent employee policies.
as "the Age of Reason and EnThe firm of Walter Bakers was
lightenment." The modem friend
of automation presents problems moved from Dorchester to Dover
that must be solved by the peo- with the loss of seven hundred
ple who are faced with the "hard-

bitten facts." Professor White
first stressed the need for study,
research and investigation, sec-

ondly agreement. Technological
change decreases the number of
jobs and necessitates manpower
planning to cut possibilities of
conflict. It was noted that automation is not intrinsically evil.
In connection with increasing
problems in management and job
security, Rev. William C. Mclnnes raised the problem involved
in regard to morality and ethics
in employer-employee relations.
Able people have a right to a
job, yet the owner has the right
to run his business as his own.
Father stated that "service to
someone" is the primary purpose
of a business. Profit as it appears
on financial statements should not
exclusively determine policy. Father cited three key areas ?1)
obligations of management to be
profitable, to produce a good product at a fair price, to use good
selling methods, to respect the
dignity of persons; 2) management resources should be combined for common good; 3) the

ramifications of automation cannot be solved by one, but will
take the effort and time of many.
Mr. He.nry Pearson, the Director of Personnel Services at Pol-

Mr. John Mulkerin of Walter
Bakers at conference Thursday,
April 23.
jobs. General Foods adopted widescale transfer policies for employees, such as paid trips to
new areas, increased termination
allowances, job offers to all, provided printed seniority rules on
"Job Security," personal interviews and housing programs. Mr.
Mulkerin concentrated on the
keen interest of General Foods
for its employees.

Honors Activities Committee

William Paine, CBA '65, Chairof the Activities Committee,
who
expressed his personal
thanks to those present who had
worked during the year on his

man

committee.

chines come new problems in
management policies. The representatives of industry showed the

Then, in recognition of outstanding work Mr. Paine a.nd Mr. Kelley presented $25.00 gift certificates to: Martha Choquette, Nursing '65; Michael Garham. CBA
'67; Robert Gunnip, A&S '66; and
Richard Hogan, evening school
'65. Also ten pewter mugs bearing the B.C. emblem were given
to: Peter Clapps AS '64; Paul
Diamond A&S '65; Bobbie Monoco, Nursing '66; Raymond Muse
CBA '65; Prudence Young, Ed
'65; and Michael Costello A&S
'64.
Jeannie Flyntz, the moderator

Tickets On Sale
For B.C. Night
At Boston Pops

willingness and careful research
constantly going on. The approach
to problems must be analyzed
beforehand so that bargaining
Tickets for B.C. Night at The
table negotiations can presume
the elementary and proceed to Pops are on sale now.
Tickets will be sold in McElroy
strategy.
122 between the hours of eleven
and two from April 30th to May
15th. Advance sales have been
good, however, choice tables are

Fr. Twomey, S.J.,
To Take Part
In Right's Day

Campus Council Banquet
The Campus Council was the
host last Sunday to a banquet
honoring its newly formed Activities Committee. The purpose of
this banquet was to enable the
Council to thank those people who
have worked on the Committee
during the year.
There were eighty guests invited to attend the affair which
included a buffet dinner and
dancing. After dinner Bill Kelly,
Chairman of the Campus Council
expressed the Council's and his
appreciation to those present for
their work and introduced Mr.

With new ideas and new ma-

Rev. Richard Twomey, S.J., of
the B.C. Theology department will
take part in a "Civil Rights Day"
at Newton College of the Sacred
Heart on Sunday, May 3.
Because "the Catholic College
community in Boston, by-and
large, has not involved itself in
the civil rights movement," the
major clubs of Newton College,
with the support of the Administion, are sponsoring the program of formal and informal discussions
with
representatives
from NAACP, SNCC, CORE,
BAG, CIC, NSM, to explain the
aims of their groups.
Other panelists scheduled to
narticipate are: Ruth Batson, of
the Anti-Discrimination League,
Thomas Brown, Jobs Clearing
House, Hubert Jones, Newton
Housing Service, and William
Putnam, of Channel 2.
The program will last from 2
to 10 p.m. The sacrifice of the
Mass will be celebrated at 4:30
p.m. and will be followed by a
picnic supper.
All students in the area are invited to attend. Those who wish
to do so should call in their acceptance to the Publicity Office
of Newton College.

Poetry Contest
Open To All

Appears May 10
In Bach Concert
Richard A. Bachand, A&S '65,
will make his orchestral debut in
Bach's "Concerto in D Minor,"
on Sunday evening May 10th at
8 o'clock in Robert's Center.
The string orchestra will be under the direction of C. Alexander
Peloquin. The concert is the University Chorale's annual Home

still available.
A floor plan is displayed so
that those wishing a particular location may choose their table.
A section of the Hall has been set
aside for Faculty and Special
Guests of the Campus Council.
The world famous Boston Pops
Orchestra is an eighty-five piece
symphony orchestra that specializes in light classical music and
popular show tunes. Arthur Fiedler, who will conduct on June 7,
has promised to play those tunes
and songs which are requested.
Suggestions may be made through
Box H-151, Boston College, Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.
Champagne and malt beverages
will add to the sparkling entertainment of the Pops Orchestra.

Richard Bachand, A&S '65,
debuts Sunday, May I Oth in
Roberts Center.
Concert and will include chorai

works of Kurt Weil, Mendelssohn,
and Flor Perters, as well as, the
Bach concerto.
This apearance marks Mr.
Tables will replace the more for- Bachand's final one as official acmal rows of chairs, and will give companist for the Chorale, a posithe evening a setting of informaltion he has held during his four
ity. Underclassmen are reminded years at Boston College. A former
that this evening is for all stu- student of Emma Ecker of Putdents, and that they are welcome nam, Mr. Bachand now studies
to attend.
with Paul Bregor of Boston.

O?Faolain Pleased With
Response To Lectures
In an exclusive interview with
the Heights this week, Irish shortstory writer and B.C. Writer-inResidence Scan O'Faolain stated
that there "seems to be as good
a response to my lectures as I
could expect with the large group
of students who haven't read the
books I am lecturing on."
Mr. O'Faolain further stated,
"I don't get any questions. The
cnly reward for a lecturer is the
questions he gets indicating some
enthusiasm."
The interview quickly changed
direction.
When asked about the place of
the Writer-in-Residence at B.C.
O'Faolian said, "It is nice for the

An annual poetry prize, described as a gold medal and a
year's subscription to "Spirit, A
Magazine of Poetry," has been
founded at 8.C., according to a
recent anouncement by Dr. John
Gilland Brunini, executive director of the Catholic Poetry Society
of America.
Any poem written by an undergraduate during the year, including those published in the "Stylus"
are eligible for the contest. Submissions should be made to the
Secretary of the English Dept. in
of the Activities Committee and McElroy 224.
Campus Council liaison member Dr. John L. Mahoney, chairman writer. One thing that is wrong
to the Committee, gave Mr. Wil- of the department, will appoint a with the system is that he is not
liam Paine an award from the board of judges. Deadline for the in residence. In most Universities
Council in the form of a gift cer- contest wil be May 4.
he would live in Faculty rooms. A
tificate.
Writer-in-Residence ought to be

?Atlantic? Awards
Announced For 4

Richard Bachand

long-haired and walk around the
campus looking odd."
In relation to his own writing
Mr. O'Faolain said he is always
able to do some writing, about
half a page a day while he is in
Residence. He is presently writing an autobiography (to come
out in September) and a Short
Story.
The biggest problem Student

Writers have, he thinks is lack of
time. There isn't any time to be
creative.
Whe,n asked how he began writing, Mr. O'Faolain said he "wrote
and read a great deal over and
over again." The problems he
found he had to overcome were
"Subjectivity that is, talking
about myself with the usual sophomoric gloom! I wanted to get
into the picture and I should have
kept myself out of it. Autobiography is found in all works of art,
but it must be concealed."

Dr. Leonard Casper, professor
of English has announced that
four Boston College students have
won six awards in this year's
Atlantic Monthly Creative Writing

Photo

by

Ted Lawst

Activities Committee at Council Banquet, on Sunday, April 26+1

contest. The winners are: Wendell
J. Bowerman, who received honorable mention for his essay "Mirror of the Age"; Frank Bergon,
who received honorable mention
for his story. "Angel, Annoint
Me," and certificates of merit for
his stories "The Cat Skinner" and
"Little Jesus"; George Comeaux,
who received a certificate of merit for his story "Valves an'
Thangs"; and David Cichero, who
received a certificate of merit for
his story, "The Return of the
Native."

Scan O'Faolain chats with Tom Riley of THE HEIGHTS
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FRINGE

Incense and Gun Powder

We hear rumors, we hear rumors of rumors, that
a small, strange collection of critics are the primary
source of the growing student unrest on campus,?a
handful who control the printed word, a handful who
hold a significant share of what small power is delegated to the students of this university, a handful whose
aim it is not to construct but destroy. Can this be?
Well we hear many rumors, and were we to believe
them all, we would shortly go mad.
We do not doubt that critics are a minority here,
nor do we doubt that this same minority wields an influence unequal to its size. Dissenters are always the
few, and when the dissenters appear to overpower the
many, we should be concerned. It bespeaks serious problems in whatever society it appears.
Only a minority of students at Boston College ever
take pen to paper, ever stand up or speak out. either
for or against the issues that concern their own welfare
within an Academic Community.
Our Academic freedom, our attitudes toward scholarship in the intellectual life, our rcrogni*ic~i of and
contributions to the Arts, and our duties ns Christians
toward the problems of peace, poverty, and civil rights,
all these issues and others which demand our immediate
attention and deliberation, unfortunately do not engage
the many at Boston College. For the many these issues
are far from meaningful; they are irrelevant.
Only the minority speaks, and this minority at Boston College ts the small strange collection of critics
That this is the case, should be a matter of deep concern to the university, but not a concern which would
take the form of suspicion and accusations of disloyalty
(not to mention subversion!).
Clearly, this collection is not only prolific in its criticism, and knowledgeable and creative in its approach
to the various and complex problems which plague us,
but also deeply committed to the goals of the intellectual life and Boston College's meaningful participation
therein.
Do these critics aim to construct or destroy? They
aim to construct.
Is it not significant that among those who constitute this strange collection are included many who have
brought highest academic honors to the university,
many who have made significant contributions to the
cultural life of the university, and many who have taken the name of the university beyond its walls and
brought honor to it.
The university should be grateful to these few students who have borne upon their shoulders the responsibilities which rightfully ought to be borne by all students. The university should be grateful to these students, who have in the face of the severe reaction which
inevitably follows any serious criticism, spoken out.
forcefully again and again on the basis of their convictions. They knew that much of what they had to say
had not been said before in print or in assembly, but
they spoke and continue to speak and we are much the
better for it. This small strange collection of critics aim
to construct, but construction often involves a little
demolition, a little excavation, and it is always a rather
uncertain, rather depressing period, that interval between the leveling of the old and inadequate, and the
long awaited creation of the new.
W. D. McC.
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By Wendell

Bowerman

I observed in the last issue of
the "Heights" that the "cause of
the week" has reached a new
low?it now costs each participant a half-dollar, and the opinion expressed is not even clear,
much less worth that much. Being now assured that for the present the movement is not pacifism
or Ban-the-bomb, we are informed
that a certain group poses the
question, "Why ROTC?" Again
by "extensive personal research"
I have it"on the best authority,"
that much efficacy is seen in that,
either, since "we're not going to
have another war" (for which assurance I am very grateful,
though even more skeptical)?but
is referring to our particular
campus' organization, "obviously" a nest of militarism, national-

ism, Nazism, totalitarianism, and

brainwashing.

I might ask a very basic coun"Why not ROTC?"
(Quod gratis asseretur, gratis
negaturj. The half-page "advertisement"(?) was, we must admit, extremely pithy, but there is
a point where one must say something clearly.
ter-question,

Seriously, I feel that the advertisement, the "mute" evidence

it presents, and the concept behind it are in poor taste. Furthermore, I disagree. (I suppose,
alas, some will say that the latter has rather influenced the
former opinion.) Let me first
point out that I am not in ROTC
and indeed would be rather dismayed (other than in "impos-

sible" wartime) to find myself in
the "arms" of Uncle Sam.
As for the quotation, the attitude expressed in it is, though

regrettable, necessary in wartime
(and I will \u25a0 wager that "poem"
was written in wartime), and
many of our fathers have felt the

influence of similar indoctrination. Now, I can only speak for
myself, but neither my father
nor those of any I know have retained this attitude in their "civilian" lives.
Important in its mistake is the
(again I'm not sure) implication
that the regimentation of army
life has no place on a campus, or
at least on our campus. Several
points are ignored: 1) this is an
American university a 1 1 c g edly
conscious of both those facts. 2)
a commission in the Army is like
any other career in its required
preparation?the university is supposed to provide career opportunities as well as intellectual
stimulation. It permits a man a
much better starting pay when he
enters the Army and assures him
of a degree before he must serve
allowing for higher training in
the Army and better job opportunities afterwards, if he chooses
to serve only long enough to fulfill his obligation?and the $650
that ROTC men receive in their
last two years of training in a
sort of scholarship which may be
necessary for a man to complete
his college education. 3) As a
Catholic university there is the
further obligation to spread Christian influence to all spheres, and
certainly the Army's leadership
needs such influence. 4) The regimentation is also a necessity in
wartime, and the discipline always necessary in an Army. I
too am sickened by the thought
of disciplined minds, of having

to obey without reason, but I do
not find that the student here has
been "indoctrinated" to any such
extent. (That such brainwashing
and overkilling need not take
place throughout American society is the purpose of the Army.)
In conclusion, I must refer back
to what I said at the very beginning, about the "cause of the
week". My writing this makes
me, of course, the sucker that
"bit," but that is not my sole
reason for writing this letter. I
do not deny the possibility of intelligent serious discussion about
ROTC at B.C. but I strongly suspect that this "advertisement"
contains very little serious forethought. An editorial in the
"Heights" this same week (in
fact, on the opposite page) began
with the statement, "This semester has been an interesting
one." Between what is beginning
to appear like a thirst for blood
on the part of the "Heights," a
search for any last chance to
scoff at or rebuke the administration on the part of the Heights,
a group of "intellectuals" in need
of a cause, any cause, and a
basic human lust for a chance to
mock and criticize, we are all
trying to make the semester more
"interesting." Such so-called freedom?the freedom to gripe and
attack?is only attached to a
child's Bill of Rights.

You started this senseless arcontributed to it, with absolute certitude that this will not end or
even help it. But let us all at
least realize just how asinine this
gument. I have senselessly

"game" is.

Honors or Onera
By Andrew Durkin
The only grounds on which a
centralized honors program can
exist are its ability to give the
superior student an opportunity
to proceed rapidly towards his
goal. This, at least, is an ideal
set forth as fact in a brochure
entitled "Honors Programs at
Boston College." But what are
the facts, since we have been
taught to be very wary of idealist sentiments?

The facts are: 1) that the central offices of the Honors Programs need not receive any more
than the annual form visit from
members of the program, and
then only to facilitate obtaining
a particular course if difficulty
2) that the Honors
should arise
Seminar Room, when not in use
?

for classes, is a playroom for
vociferous elements compelled to
spend every available minute
3) that the honors lithere
?

brary, reportedly extensive at one
time, now ccnlains a niggardly
selection of eminently rapable
but scarcely desireable volumes.
The principal reason for this
pathetic state of affairs is the
totally depersonalized manner
which characterizes the Program's handling of its students.
A sense of belonging to Honors
in any more than a negative way
has long since evaporated. As far
as most honors students are concerned, the putative rewards of
their program are inversely proportional to the increase of work.
Instead of an intellectual and

cultural center of gravity, the administration of honors is no more
than a sidetrack device obviating
a visit to the Assistant D c an's
office. Any cultural interest and
intellectual drive arises spontaneously from the students themselves, in spite of, rather than
due to, the supposed core of en-

lightened guidance.

It is true that even without a
meaningful core, we still have
the shell of an honors program,
a format of required courses and
"Special Seminars," in which
"the student is given the opportunity to share his own creative
research with teachers who have
an adult relationship with their
students." According to the 64-65 elective sheet, there are precisely nine seminars in five departments; not exactly the most
exciting of prospects, especially
if your field of concentration lies
outside these departments. Furthermore, no Honors Seminars
qua Honors Seminars are known
to exist. The required courses,
the bulk of which everyone in honors is forced to undergo, afford
a downright shocking example of
the disparity between propaganda
and actuality. With an occasional
exception attributable to the personality of the professor, 'honors'
courses are generally nothing but
the tried and true schema stuffed
with voluminous
to bursting
readings. The term paper often
foims a diversionary tactic in the
general strategy of stifling inde-

pendent work (or no "work") in
any area. In aggregate, the aim

honors courses is the elimination of the free use of free time.

of

In addition to this, at the present time, the number of courses
that must be taken can only be
reduced by eliminating some
freshmen requirements by means
of advanced placements. Furthermore, once the student is on the
treadmill of requirements, nothing varies. Aside from initial differences in core program arising
from the general lumping into
science and non - science majors,
freedom in courses simply does
not exist in those areas explicitly
designated as honors. Neither

eliminations nor substitutions are
permitted, a situation which
tends to make honors students
effectively uniform in the central
disciplines where diversity of
opinion is of the greatest importance.

An honors program should give
superior students the opportunity
both to progress rapidly in their
chosen field and to develop their
other interests along personal
lines. Quite the opposite, there

exists in Arts and Sciences an
exceedingly unfortunate situation
in which the very students who
shculd be given the greatest
freedom are the ones most constrained and forced
most tho?

roughly
molds.

?

into the accepted
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FACULTY COLUMN
By

Prof. Johnan Randall

inAn English teacher leads
teresting life. As I thumbed
through my junk mail the other
day I came across the following
ad from Houghton Mifflin, a local
outfit, although not located in
Chestnut Hill. It read:
"The history of mankind is a

record of controversy. In his slow
rise from ignorant barbarism,
man has been embroiled in perpetual dispute about matters both
weighty and trivial. He has quarreled over who should possess a
strumpet and who should possess a throne; over the morality
of holding slaves and mixing color
with oleomargarine; over the

wisdom of partitioning nations
and the vivisection of dogs; over
the right to hold property and the
right to explode firecrackers. Indeed, whenever a man takes a
stand on any issue he must do so
with the expectation that inevitably a sizeable number of his fellows will accuse him of folly or,
less charitably, perhaps, of malice and subversiveness. He will
be called upon to defend his stand
and perhaps his person. In short,
he will be swept into controversy,
and the consequences for him
may be ugly or not depending
upon the method his society is
accustomed to use in settling

'

disputes."
This quotation, believe it or
not, was taken from a rhetoric
textbook. My mind was yanked
back from the perusal of literature (I like my job, when I am
not distracted from it by the
smell of burning smoke) to the
present atmospheric conditions
here at BC. No use escaping, even
into my work. As a four-year fa-

culty member I have been dismayed and vexed by the large
number of other faculty members I have talked with who insist that the atmosphere at BC
this year is no different from
that of any other year. To me
this is the academic equivalent
of denying the implications ol
the hydrogen bomb. Anxiety over
the dismissal of Dr. Paul Michaud is not the only test of lib
eralism here at this campus.
From my listening post as an observer for the League of Women
Voters it is just one more incident in which, for whatever reason, the pursuit of academic excellence has been undercut and
freedom of inquiry and of expression of opinions so effectively
impaired that many are wondering whether for their own selfprotection they ought not to gag
themselves. These are not the
conditions under which good
teaching or effective scholarship
can survive. This is the opinion

their professors are 'bought' by
the Administration. Presidents
cannot allow less freedom to professors than is allowed to individual private citizens with their
full constitutional rights. Most educators are paid to avoid the
When we
meaningful issues
have issues, then we have education. A controversial professor
forces students to work out their

..

..

.

opinions against those of the highDeans
voltage professors
should play an increasingly important part in stirring up our

students, because many of our
teachers are involved in their own
subject work."
As a description of present-day
academic life this may sound
laughable, but I suspect that Mr.
Coffin knows very well the difference between what ought to be
and what is. In the opinion of
those who should know, the entire American educational system
is going through a period of crisis,

from

I must take issue with the letter of Mr. Costello's which appeared
in last week's Heights. He speaks of "emotional and negative bitching" as if it were an accidental occurrence, whose appearance at
best was unfortunate and unnecessary. I rather suspect that such
a reaction as that to which he refers is quite normal for even the
more reflective students on this campus. In my estimation the depths
of public student disgust have yet to be plumbed at B.C. Leaving
aside the strictly academic sphere, which deserves more extensive
treatment than is possible here, let me only remark that the extent
of Jesuit control over non-academic activities often makes the student feel as if he were an adolescent, still to be watched so that he
won't injure himself unknowingly. Control in itself is not undesirable,
but it seems that many moderators feel that they must never let
the students make what they consider to be a mistake: Would not
the unity of this Christian body be then endangered? As long as the
student is treated as an adolescent he must be expected to react

as one.

The shame is that in many ways, Boston College is not the high
school that it used to be. However, the students have not yet realized this, and thus we see such strange phenomena as a Campus
Council afraid to deal with a "beard" controversy and students distributing unsigned letters.
One more point. I think that the Heights coverage of the student
conference was slightly biased. It was not negative enough.

kindergarten through

students and (some) graduate school. The problem
faculty members, but they are the posed is that of its effectiveness.
ones whose judgment I respect. One of the issues involved is race
The problem I complain of is (separate but equal education is
not merely a local one. Just last unequal for whites as well as for
Sunday I picked the New York Negroes, and we aren't even
Times education page and came aware of it), but there are other
across a speech given by William issues as well.
Sloane Coffin, Jr., chaplain at
One of them is the purpose of
Vale University, who was one ot education: whether America is gothe civil rights demonstrators
to stand for something or
who spent part of the academic ing
Easter vacation in a Florida jail. merely be a comfortable place in
which to live; whether freedom
He said in part:
"Safety has been treasured will really become the hope of
man or dwindle into just another
above truth, and our students slogan
in the mouths of politicians.
know it. We cannot mate love And by politicians I mean those
and fear. Students know when on Capitol (not Chestnut) Hill.
of

Dump
To the Editor:

(some)

Kudos
To the Editor:

Regarding Mr. Arnold's last article, it seems to me that a review
of current entertainment should be of a critical, informative nature.
This in opposition to the notion of giving the critic a chance merely
to display his pseudo-sophisticated style and ideas. Last week's
"Tower to Town" fell far short of the poorest writing I have ever
seen in the Heights.
Peter J. Kenny,
A&S '66

Zap
To the Editor:

Having been through the mill,
and having followed with a ringside interest the blasts and counterblasts on the Philosophy curriculum at 8.C., and having read
the Devil's socratic dialogue to
my English 1A classes, who are
doing Plato, Mill and Kierkgard
with me this semester, I have
been itching to write to you.
through faculty instigation. Many William Statsky (Heights, April
of us regret that a teacher with 17,)
has stolen my thunder. "The
as fine a reputation as Dr. Michaud's was dismissed from the
University. Our regret has become all the more acute as no
satisfactory reasons for his dis- To
the Professors of C.8.A.,
missal have come to light. The
suggestion of some that Dr. MiIt gives us great pleasure to
chaud perished because he did announce that the recent book
not publish does not satisfy us; drive conducted in the College oi
the facts of the case would seem Business Administration has met
to contradict tthis assertion. with success. Kappa Pi, the ProNeither does Fr. Walsh's reti- fessional Educational Fraternity,
cence satisfy us; it seems in- on behalf of the College at Goianappropriate in the light of the nia, Brazil, would like to thank
national publicity given this inci- all those who helped to make
dent.
this drive a success. We feel
As future graduates of Boston
College, we cannot see how this
situation can fail to injure the
reputation of the undergraduate To the Editor:
degree in the eyes of the more
For too long we have been tolprominent graduate schools. We
also wonder if, under the present erant of a widespread abuse of
conditions, Boston College can student rights on this campus, I
possibly continue to attract young refer to the widespread theft of
PhD's of high quality as teachers. books and periodicals from the
Finally there comes to our minds Bapst Library. The Library is
a question as to the reality of open to all and supported by all
the academic freedom on camp- for the use of all, but some stuus. We feel that, in these circum- dents have seen fit to deprive
others of the right to use all its
stances, the student concern at full resources.
the time of the petition was legitThe Library staff cannot search
imate, and that the continued the coat pockets and purses of
concern of a large segment of all those who leave each day.
the student body is more than

Apathy Attack
By Benedict Hall and Joseph Connors
In the course of Terry Ryan's
otherwise excellent article in a
recent Heights, reviewing the
controversy which has arisen
over the dismissal of Dr. Michaud, he made the assertion
that "The vast majority of Students were totally unconcerned
and consider themselves entirely
unaffected by what was happening." While admitting that many
of the students may have been
totally unconcerned, we feel mat
this strong assertion was somewhat inaccurate.
A very short time after Dr.

Michaud's dismissal was made

public, a petition was circulated
asking a clarification of the matter. It read as follows:
"We of the student body wish
to register our serious concern

more, and junior classes presented the signed petition to Fr.
Walsh. Fr. Walsh gave 'these
students an extremely friendly

reception. In response to their
request for clarification, he indicated that he could not reveal

the reason for Dr. Michaud's dismissal; but he did not deny a
number of the then current rumors. He explicitly denied that
either Dr. Michaud's orthodoxy,
his qualifications as a teacher,
or his attitude towards the administration were in question.
Owing to the haste with which
it was circulated ,only a few
juniors and seniors and virtually
no day students became aware of
the petition. Of those who signed,
the great majority were in the
freshman and sophomore classes.
The fact that such a large number from these classes signed the
petition indicates, we feel, considerable concern over the situation among those students who

Davis, Calif.

certain that your generosity and
cooperation will be greatly appreciated by the Brazilian students and that it will not go un-

rewarded.

Once again, let us express our
gratitude to all who -helped.

Sincerely yours,
Kappa Pi

Book-Stealing
Indeed, were the examination
more severe than it is, there
would be cries of a police state.
The students are presumed to
have some sense of honor, but
this situation which is laughed at
and tolerated would seem to indicate a very serious decline in
morality on this campus. Teaching Theology is futile when its
students are unaware of even basic Christian moral principles.
Mary K. Spore

Education '65

Dorms

l

Due to lack of space we were forced to hold many letters we received.

They will be printed next week.

Dept. Eng.
University of Calif.,

Thanks

over the circumstances surrounding the dismissal of Dr. Paul Michaud. Conflicting and often disconcerting rumors concerning
this situation are circulating within the academic community. We have, perhaps, the greatest stake
would hope to see a clarification in the future of this University.
Moreover, it has been our perof the situation since these rumors can only damage the image sonal experience that concern
of the administration and the re- over Dr. Michaud's dismissal has
putation of the professor in- not disappeared from the student
volved."
body; among many of the stuThe petition was signed by 460 dents with whom we are acquainconcern is still very great.
students. On Friday, March 13, ted
It
is
generated solely by interest
the day of the first Heights
coverage of the issue, four stu- in the welfare of the school and
dents from the freshman, sopho- not, as some seem to think, justified.

R.O.T.C.

issue is essentially pedagogical,"
is a dictum that cannot be
screamed too often or too loudly
in the vicinity of the Rock's subcommunity of scholars. As long
as you have bad teachers and
those diabolical sitting-duck textbooks, forget it! Three Cheers!!!
John Brennan ED. 63

To the Editor:
Congratulations to Mr. Jerry
Pierce for his insight in lamenting the sad situation now existing in "the great brick filing
cabinets of the upper campus."
It's about time someone called
attention to the "couldn't-careless" attitude which begins in
the Office of Resident Students
and subconsciously permeates the

resident student body in general.
I join whole-heartedly with Mr.
Pierce in his call for resident
reform, urging the Resident Director to use as a starting point
the intermingling of classes for
the next semester.

William 0. Wheatley, Jr.
A&S '66
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A Tale Of Two Conferences

by Ernest Zupancic

The Second Annual Campus
Council Community Conference
was, in many ways, a prideful
thing for this University. It demonstrated a willingness on the part
of the institution as a whole to
stop for a moment and say some
not-very-nice things about itself.
It showed that student government in general and the Campus
Council in particular has developed a great deal of organizational
ability?not a small thing in itself. Most important it showed
that Boston College students were
capable of serious thought and
constructive suggestions about the

problems facing this University.
But, if, as Churchill observed,
wars are not won by glorious

evacuations, neither are schools
saved by hearing what rotten
shape they are in. To see the size
of the task facing the University
can hardly be called a victory.
Still, it is a beginning. The question is, can it be more than a
beginning and can something constructive actually come from the
events of April 11?
It might be. helpful?while the
sounds of applause at our courage
and cleverness mingle with the
general "billing and cooing" that
pervade the campus after the
Conference?to consider the record of the First Community Conference, the Report of which has
finally been published. The results
are not too encouraging.
First of all, the casual reader
is forced to admit that this Report does not provide a picture
comparable to that which there-

cent Conference presented to the
casual participant. To judge by
the Report, at any rate, this year's
participants showed far more evidence of serious and constructive
thinking and far less tendency toward pious generalities and trivial or Utopian solutions. There
was a substance to their deliberations which seemed to be lacking
in those of their predecessors.
But the failure of the First Conference cannot be measured by
the shallowness of the Report
alone, for there certainly were
some valuable suggestions. It cannot even be measured by the almost general lack of results. For
one cannot expect to accomplish
everything in a day or even in a
year The true nature of the disaster which befell that first conference is realized only when one
notices that these suggestions
never really saw the light of day
?they never became a campus
issue in any sense of the word.
The mountain labored and gave
birth not only to a mouse?but to
a stillborn mouse at that.
Part of this failing, of course,
can be attributed to a lack of
publicity for the Conference's decisions. For one reason or another
the Report did not appear until
a year after the Conference. And
even now it has not been generally circulated?largely because another Report is already on the
way. One can only hope that this
will be distributed more promptly.
However, the lack of publicity
does not tell the whole story. Even
more important was a feeling

.

-

which unfortunately seems to
characterize the aftermath of this
year's Conference as well. This is
the feeling that "what is written
is written." The students?through
their power elite?have spoken,
and it is up to the vague shadowy "they" of the Administration
to put these recommendations into practice. The Conference participants can afford to relax and
watch with satisfaction as their
decrees become law or perhaps
have the even greater satisfaction
of being martyrs to an Administrative veto.
The trouble with this attitude is
that it fails to recognize the nature of the University and the process by which the Conference's
recommendations can be put into
practice. It fails to realize that
Boston College is composed of
several different groups?students,

facutly, and Administration?each
of which is vitally important to
the University and without which
the other two could not function
effectively.
Having said this it is now necessary to look at the Second Community Conference's recommendations and consider their implementation. Even a cursory glance
will reveal that this process is
very complicated and cannot be
reduced to the monolithic simplicity of administrative fiat. Actually many different procedures

are involved because there are
many proposals and each requires
a different interaction of students,
faculty, and Administration.
Some of the recommendations
could be enacted at once by the
organs of student government.
These clearly deserve special consideration, because they represent
something the students themselves
can do without waiting for anyone else. Other suggestions require joint action by students and
faculty, or faculty and Administration. Still other proposals call
ratehr vaguely for action by the
masses of students or by decentralized groups of students. These
are the proposals most likely to
end in that Never-Never Land reserved for plans which call upon
a large group of people to do the
same thing without any central
direction. But the organized
On Stage
actors all grown up, is showing groups on campus could take the
In honor of the four hundredth at various local theatres and at lead in creating a climate which
anniversary of the birth of Shake- the Center, intown. Don't bother. would make such action easier.
"The Cardinal" is playing its
speare, Harvard actors will perform "King Lear", Elizabethan last two weeks at the Saxon.
David Niven, Peter Sellers, Castyle, May 7-16.
Unfortunately, the Royal Shake- pucine and Claudia Cardinale star
speare Company opened a two in "The Pink Panther" at the
week engagement Monday, also Gary. Excellent.
"Doctor Strangelove" is still at
playing "King Lear." Better luck
Loew's Orpheum. It's a disap- To the Editor:
next time, Harvard.
Tennessee William's "The Glass pointing film.
The last issue of the Heights
"America, America" is at the contained an advertisement in
Menagerie" continues at the
Charles Playhouse, 8:30 curtain. Paris Cinema. Don't bother.
which the "intelligentsia" of
"Kissin' Cousins" is playing at Boston College asked the quesExcellent performance.
The Verdi Requiem will open various local theatres and drive- tion: "Why ROTC?" The ad was
the M.I.T. Spring Festival of Mus- ins. Elvis fans shouldn't miss it. complete with a scholarly quote
ic at 8:30 p.m. in Kresge AuditorFellini's "iW is at the Esquire from Tacitus and an excerpt
in Cambridge. Excellent.
ium.
from The College Marine. The
On the lighter side, "Miracle of implication of this advertisement
"Roar Like A Dove" opens tonight at the Wilbur Theatre. the White Stallions" and"A Tiger is that collegiate officer training
Walks" are at the Music Hall, if groups are turning out professionBetsy Palmer stars.
Carol Burnett stars in "Fade you like Walt Disney specials.
al destroyers of life and property
"It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad and, to use an old Communist
Out, Fade In" at the Colonial.
It's probably worth the money, World" is still trying at Boston cliche, "warmongers." As an ArIF you're a Carol Burnett fan.
Cinerama. You can afford to miss my brat and a future reserve, I
The Boston Pops opened for the it.
would like to present a defense
season last Tuesday. Concerts are Misc.
of the military based on somenightly except Monday. Prices
Someplace Else is featuring thing more than out-of-context
range from $3.50 to $1.
Bonnie Dobson and Bernie Krause quotations and the observations
Cinema
tonight thru Sunday Night. Lan of that 75 per cent of ROTC caAny similarity between Emily and Sylvia will be there next dets who drop out of the program.
Bronte's novel, "Wuthering Tuesday thru Sunday, and The
The first point in this defense
Heights" and the film of the same Big Three will appear May
is to place the exceipt from The
12-17.
name, now playing at the KenDayle Stanley is at the Uni- College Marine in the proper conmore Square Cinema, is strictly corn now.
text of Marine Corps training.
accidental. Avoid it at all costs.
(because The Marines are, by their very
Next
Wednesday
night
Gelber's
Jack
"The Connection"
nature, assault troops. Their
continues at the Park Square Cin- of the holiday Thursday), the function is to secure beach-heads
sponsoring
School
of
Ed
is
a
Hootema. No Comment.
amid devastating defensive fire.
"Hud", starring Academy Award enanny; featured will be Allyn This type of combat
involves
Sullivan and Tony Baldwin. It
winner Patricia Neal and Paul
wading ashore in treacherous curstarts
at
8:15
is
and
donation
Newman, reopens today at the
rents with a hundred pounds of
$.99. It's for a good cause.
Paramount. See it.
while being subject to
The Campus Council is not put- equipment
"Tom Jones" continues at the
the hazards of small-arms fire,
on
a
mixer
weekend.
ting
this
Beacon Hill. Don't miss it.
artillery, flame-throwers, mines
That cinematic tragedy, "Mus- They're learning. Let us hope they and barbed wire. This task is
cle Beach Party", starring child keep up the good work.
one of the most difficult ordeals

Tower To Town
by Ann O?Malley

And finally there are a great
many issues which really do require action by the Administration. But even these proposals are
not entirely out of the hands of
the students. They can still agitate and debate and present their
case to those who can make the
decisions.
This, as a matter of fact, is
exactly what did not happen last
year. No one agitated, no one debated, and no one presented any
cases. As a result nothing was
done. The First Community Conference remained an interesting
experiment and nothing more. The
time has come to save the Second
Conference from a similar fate.
Perhaps the tenor of this opus
has suggested that the recommendations made two weeks ago
are all eminently worthwhile and
should be adopted tomorrow if
not sooner. This was not intended.
Perhaps some of the proposals
should be adopted. On the other
hand perhaps many of them are
not practical or even desirable.
The point is no one will ever know
for sure until the suggestions are
brought out into the open and subjected to criticism. This, again, is
exactly what did not happen last
year. There was never any public
debate over the proposals of the
First Conference. There was never
any discussion of their merits and
demerits?of the objections of the
students, faculty, and administration. There is a clear responsibility to see that this does not

happen again.
This responsibility lies, first of
all, with the Heights. As the main
platform for student opinion, this
newspaper has the duty of providing a forum for discussion.
More than that, it has the duty
of reminding the students when
they are not discussing these issues and of seeking out opinion
from student government and Administration when it is not forthcoming.
This responsibility lies, secondly,

with student government. As representative of the student body
this group represents not only another forum for discussion but also the body which can most legitimately go to the Administration
and demand to be heard. This is
something which student government has not done. To be sure
there is much it has done. Any

one who denies that those involved
in student government work harder and do more for the school
than any other group on campus
simply does not know the factsUnfortunately this effort has to
date not been channeled into the
most effective areas. Too much
has been done by elected officials
which could be delegated to others
?leaving the people's choices free
to spend more time on their primary job of representing the stu-

dents.
This responsibility lies, thirdly,
with the Administration. It is impossible to subscribe to the theory
that these people are wholeheartedly dedicated to ignoring the student's wishes and actively working to make life miserable. On
the other hand, too often the Administration does seem to be guilty of not taking the students
seriously. For those of us who believe that students should be taken
seriously the Conference's recommendations represent a new
chance to test out these suspicions
about the Administration's attitude and hopefully to deliver a
verdict of not guilty.
This responsibility lies, finally,
with each student of Boston College. There is a great temptation
to find fault with things. (As the
last several hundred words show,
this writer is not free from that
temptation.) In fact if one were
to name one fault which seems
to pervade this campus it is to
find fault, to discover the mote in
your neighbor's eye. There is an
almost irresistable urge to fix the
blame for a problem and then to
withdraw in the self-righteous assurance that at least one's own
person is free of the stain of that
particular sin. Perhaps this is a
universal failing of man. But perhaps also the time has come to
give serious consideration to
whether or not something can be
done about this. Perhaps the recommendations of the Community
Conference will provide the occasion for people to realize that a
problem has not been solved when
a culprit has been found. That is
a beginning but no more. Then
comes the much more difficult
job of working with that culprit
to solve the problem. This is the
job which faces each member of
the Boston College community.

R. O. T. C.
to which a man can subject him-

self. Indeed, there are very few
men who could reason themselves
into such close proximity to
death, yet the job must be done.
It is for this reason that the
Marine Corps adopts the type of
training which will motivate a
man where all else, especially
reason, will not move him. This
motivation must keep him functioning amidst the screams of dying friends, the shock of taking
a life, the noise, the smoke, the
death and the destructon. Psychologists verify the fact that when
a man's higher motives cease to
move him, the only thing that
remains is his dependence on
himself and his weapon to kill or
be killed. Anyone who thinks that
he could fully trust his reason
in combat without the aid of inhabits and motives
grained
wrought through training and discipline is a fool.
Very few military men want
war, for it is they, above all,
who fully realize what war entails. The professional soldier
does realize, however, the necessity of being prepared for war.
Humanity has not progressed so
far that we can afford to lay
down our arms and work out our
difficulties at the conference
table. With the help of God, we
will surely be able to solve our

problems some day without resorting to force, but at present
we can only work for this goal
in cautious steps, using our military might to preserve a peace
which gives us the opportunity to
work through organizations like

the United Nations.

As for making observations
about the ROTC here at Boston
College, do not judge the program
on a uniform by those underclassmen who think that putting on a
uniform magically makes them a
soldier and then quit the ROTC
a few weeks later when they
discover that it does not. Judge
the ROTC, rather, by those students who put a serious effort
into learning the military art and
and developing their leadership

potential. Do not, especially,
judge American military philosophy by these same ROTC dropouts. The American soldier does
not take peace for granted, as
so many of us tend to do, because he knows the price of peace

and the consequences of war far
better than a few BC students
who sit in the snack bar and impugn his motives.
Albert D. Albert
'66
Ed. PJote: The rest of the ROTC
letters will be printed next week.
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PENN RELA Y CRO WN
FALLS TO FIORE

John Fiore won the Collegiate Hammer Throw at the
Perm Relays.

Last week at the 70th annual
Perm Relay Carnival, Boston College experienced some disheartening disappointments when its
distance medley relay team finished out of the money. But before the afternoon was over,
things started to perk up a little
when word reached the B.C. locker that soph John Fiore pulled
a sterling upset when he threw
his way into the finals of the
college hammer throw.
With 20,000 avid Philly fans
looking on, Fiore took his first
throws in the finals and found
himself bogged down in fourth
place. But on his last toss, the
weightman from Providence, R.I.
sent the 16 lb. hammer to a
distance of 169 ft. 3V2 in., enough
to put him in the top slot by
only two inches. No one else in

home with him the gold medal
of this the oldest and largest
of the nation's track carnivals.
On the second day of competition, senior Hank Keller came
through with some more good
.news as he placed in both the
broad jump and the triple jump.
Keller did 23 ft. 10V2 in. in the
broad jump to grab a fourth
place and a shining desk plaque
with the symbol of the relays,
Benjamin Franklin, inscribed in
gold. In the relatively new col-

CUNNIFF MVP
Boston College's sophomore wing

John Cunniff of South Boston received the Norman Daily Memorial Award as the team's most valuable player last night at the
Pike's Peak Club annual hockey
dinner at the McElroy Commons.
Other awards: Frederick Martone Memorial Award for the outstanding freshman
Woody Johnson; Mary E. Warren Memorial
legiate event, the triple jump, Award for the
best in the face of
Keller salvaged a fifth place with
adversity
Latshaw; Lt.
Tom
a leap of 46 ft. 5 in.
George Malone Memorial Award
for the most improved
John
Coming Up
?

?

?

Marsh;

Lt. Thomas Livingstone
Tomorrow the B.C. track team Memorial Award for the player
will have a triangular meet a- typifying the B.C. hockey player
gainst Bates College from Maine
Dave Duffy; Honorable Mauand neighboring Boston Univer- rice J. Tobin Memorial Award
the competition, however, could sity at White Stadium in Frank- for the best student-athlete
Paul Lufkin.
reach this distance, so Fiore took lin Park.
?

?

what's all this

HAPPY

JAZZ

about Jonathan?
tune in
Saturday at 2:05
wnac 680

BIRTHDAY

and find out!

C IM B D V
j Mr r Y

Boston College
Junior Class
presents

LOOKing???
For Summer Employment. We have openings for college
men and women. Our Franchise Offices covering 49 states
and Canada offer you an IDEAL opportunity for Summer
Employment in your home town or location of your choice.
Top Salaries for men and women pursuing careers in the
Fields of:

Student Counseling
Public Relations
Business Administration

High Society.*.
with

Personnel
Sales
Marketing

Training Program and Career Opportunities for college
graduates. Send name, school and home address, qualifications and location desired to: Mr. C. A. Eagle, LOOK
Building, I I I Tenth Street, Dcs Moines, lowa.

Boston College Students in Residence

LIONEL HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

May 8

Statler-Hilton

9-1

Toast

of The

Town...

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

with

MASON GARDENS

CHAD MITCHELL TRIO

$115 to $130

and

Washington Street at Lake Street
3 & 4 ROOM MODERN GARDEN TYPE APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY OR AT FUTURE DATE

HEATED
PARKING SPACE
JANITOR SERVICE
Call:
ROSS REAL ESTATE
GR 9-7687

May 9

ALAN KING
8 p.m.
Roberts Center

?

Tickets Available to ALL CLASSES

SPECIAL
CORSAGES FOR THE JUNIOR PROM

Reduced Rates
FREE BOUTONNIERE
Delivery to School
McElroy Snack Bar
Every day next week.
?

I 1:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

$3.00

$3.50

On Sale Daily
In McElroy Snack Bar
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Prifty s Two Homeruns
Help B. C. Defeat Harvard
9

Rich Kosiorek

OF TRACK...
...AND TENNIS

..

By

Dick Farricker

With a 9 6 victory over Harvard on Wednesday the B. C.
baseball team lifted their season
record to 6-2, and dumped the
Crimson from the unbeaten ranks
in the process. This heartening
win followed victories over Colby
and B. li. at home, and an 8 - 0
loss at Northeastern.
In the first inning at Cambridge, the Eagles jumped out to
a quick lead as third baseman
Fred Prifty hit the first of his
two homers, driving in Billy Mulcahy and Frank Dc Felice. In the
third frame, the slugging infield?

Just one voice among many
Whenever I walk from Gasson Hall to McElroy
Commons, I take a look at the oval and cannot help
but realize the serious need for a new track. Here we
have a team with several members capable of achieving
national honors; yet the team in general and the standout performers in particular are hampered from running faster because of the lack of a good track.
Take a good look at the track! Notice the strategic
location?surrounding the only intramural field which
is supposed to serve most of the outdoor recreational
needs of 1200 dorm students. This field, by the way is
er collected his second roundalso the location of all intramural football and softball tripper
of the day, a solo clout
games. Notice the length of the track?long, but not which gave the Eagles a 4-0
as long as the standard quarter-mile track. Look at bulge.
the material out of which the track is made. Cinders? After Harvard tied the score at
Not too bad, I guess; but I don't know too much about 4 - 4 in the sixth, the Eagles colShortstop Tom Anderson takes a cut in Northeastern game
tracks. Many of the members of the track team don't lected five runs in the top of the
seem to like that cinder track too much. True, walking peventh to put the game out of Eddie Pellagrini's boys to four sixth, Prifty and Mahoney both
across the track doesn't do wonders for the track, nor reach. Mulcahy and Captain hits, struck out ten, and allowed singled, with Prifty scoring on
singled, and Dc
does using the intramural field for a parking lot help John Frame both suit,
driving in only six Eagles to get on base. Frank Dc Felice's long sacrifice
followed
the track. Yet how can one get on the intramural play- Felice
walked, The ace pitcher completely dom- fly. and Mahoney coming across
then
Prifty
ing field without walking across the surrounding oval? Mulcahy.
he also on Tommy Anderson's double. In
and catcher Kevin Mahoney sing- inated the contest, as
and gave N. U. a lead the seventh, Prifty's
second
So much has been said in the past; so little seems led in Frame and Dc Felice. Har- homered
challenged.
which
double
of the day drove in
was
never
misplays
Tommy
allowed
to have been done. I can only hope that in the immed- vard
who had singled and
iate (but that would almost be like reaching for the Anderson and Mulcahy to score Against Colby, the Eagles com- Frame,
B.
C. in the inning. bined a balanced attack with sol- stolen second.
for
two
more
stars) or near future a track worthy of our team can
The Eagles took batting pracVeteran Buddy Carter got the id pitching and the fielding in
be built on the Boston College campus.
credit for the win, as Prifty and notching a come - from behind, tice at the expense of B. U.s
pitching staff, as they coasted
As much as I can see the need for a new track on Mulcahy led the attack with three 3 - 1 win.
Finding themselves on the short home to a 9 3 victory. Anderson
the Boston College campus, I can see a more pressing hits apiece.
and urgent need for another type of athletic facility? The Northeastern game was a end of a 1-0 score after 5M> inn- and Mulcahy led the 13 - hit atthe way ings, the Eagles scored two in tack with three hits apiece,
disappointment all
namely, tennis courts.
around for B. C.
the sixth and one in the seventh while Frame and Mahoney each
Sure we have "tennis courts." Throughout the ten Righty Dick McPherson held to put the game on ice. In the collected two safeties.
or so years in which I've played tennis, I can honestly
say that I cannot remember playing on courts which
were as bad as those at Boston College.
Looking back to my freshman year, I can remember the first feeling of shame and disappointment when
I played on those courts. Why did my new school have
such poor courts?
The Association for the AdPatches of weeds were growing on the playing sur- vancement of Boston College Tenface; the surface had so many little stones and was so
uneven that there was no uniform bounce for the tennis nis will conduct a tennis tournaThrough all the long afternoons,
by Charley Heffernan
balls. Sometimes it was hard to anticipate the direction ment from May 3 through May
they have shown me determinaof the ball after it bounced. The boundary lines were 10. B.C. students with tennis skill
tion and high morale."
to
Alumni
StadVisitors
made of plastic tape, not too securely fastened to the are eligible and welcome to play. ium tomorrow will see a Asked about the highlights of
Participants will be matched ac- "spirited, speedy, and hardground?giving the players a splendid chance at turnthe drills, Miller had much to
ing an ankle, not to mention another real irregularity cording to experience (no handi- working" Boston College say. "I've
always said this about
of bounce when the tennis ball would hit the tape.
caps). Eliminating matches will football
team in action. (Don) Moran. This kid has been
A little care for the courts was taken. The courts be played at the convenience of This was the prediction of
many times,
were rolled and raked in the beginning of autumn and players and scores will be return- Coach Jim Miller for the out with injuries
each
he
time
comes fighting
spring; yet they were neither watered, nor sprayed with ed to Tournament headquarters at wrap-up to spring practice but
Over
the
winter
back.
he did a
chemicals, nor rolled after that. They have never been McElroy 122. Twenty courts are as he discussed Eagle piggreat deal of work on his own,
cared for properly. I can remember signing petitions available for the matches at seven skin fortunes this week.
along with dozens of other tennis players on campus
and it has really paid off. You
Appraising spring practice,
areas.
for better courts, yet nothing came of it.
have to admire an attitude like
notes
Coach
Miller
sounded
both
Even if the courts had been in perfect condition, it Enthusiasm for tennis has been of regret and of satisfaction. that." Sophomore Gentili, the
is still beyond me how four courts were to serve the demonstrated among B.C. rack- Cause for his regret was that un- camp's biggest surprise also was
needs of a sport in which so many students and faculty eteers. The tournament aims at controllable enemy, bad weather, mentioned. "We moved him to
contacting those players interested which forced the squad indoors
members participate.
halfback this year, and he has
a Boston College Tennis Team much too often. "With so many
Today the tennis courts are in worse condition than in
we've had, it is hard been very effective there."
days
bad
as
for
the
Fall
of
'64.
they were when I initially played on them. (I didn't
Registration will take place to- to develop any type of consisQuarterback Ed Foley, who ran
think a poorer condition was possible.) Originally, there day
2-4 p.m., and Monday 3-6 tency."
the first unit in last week's scrimwere four courts. Now there are three since the fourth p.m. at McElroy 122. Tournament
On the other side of the coin,
court is serving as a sort of catch-all for building ma- entrance fee is $.25 and a trophy he seemed quite encouraged by mage, Larry Marzetti, Guard
terials from the Carney Faculty Center.
will honor the winner. Further inthe enthusiasm of the team. John Leone, Ends Charlie Smith
formation
Tourney
is
available
at
"All
during
past
Spring, on good days and and Frank Grywalski also were
The nets were never taken down
the
bad, they gave it 100 per cent. singled out.
winter; the tapes were not taken up; the playing sur- headquarters.
He outlined his first two teams
face is just as irregular as it has been in the past.
for the sneak preview of 1964.
Recently, Father Walsh has made a statement that
Captain Bill Cronin and Jim
tennis courts will be built as soon as the reservoir is
filled and as soon as the fill settles. Now this is all fine
Whalen will be at end, John
Frechette and Emil "Spike"
and good. My regret is that neither myself, nor my
Kleiner at tackle, Dennis Cullen
classmates, nor those who have graduated before me
and Leone at guard, Bob Hyland
will be able to benefit from those courts. Perhaps the
in the center slot, and Foley,
sophomores
enjoy
freshmen and
will finally be able to
Gary Testa, Gentili and Moran
playing on some decent tennis courts on campus.
in the backfield for one squad.
Undoubtedly, the lack of tennis facilities has been
The other unit will comprise
one of the main reasons why Boston College has not
Smith and Grywalski at end, Bill
participated recently in an intercollegiate tennis proShoeck and Mike Petruzzielo at
gram.
tackle, Art Ferrance and Marty
DeMezza at guard, Tom SarkesWhat are the other reasons? I'm thinking very
ian at center, and either Steve
hard right now and I can't think of another school in
Murray or Marzetti, Mike Viocountry
this
even half the size of B.C. which doesn't
lante, Bob Budzinski and John
have a tennis team. (All right, maybe the University of
Walsh behind the line.
doesn't.)
Try
Alaska
hard! It would be difficult to menHow would Miller describe
tion ten or even five schools with a substantial male
the 1964 Eagles? "With our
team.
enrollment which doesn't have a tennis
Doesn't
Hampered by injuries for the better part of two seasons, spirit, win or lose, we'll be in
just about every school have a tennis team?
fullback Don Moran appears ready to fulfill the great things every game. And we're going
Why can't Boston College have one?
predicted for him after his freshman year at B.C.
to have fun."

-

Tennis Fans
Begin Play

-

DRILLS TO CLOSE
WITH ANNUAL GAME

